
1ST GRADE HANDWRITING ACTIVITIES FOR TODDLERS

10 Ways to Practice Writing Your Name - Kids Activities Blog Preschool .. Love this idea, but maybe do it with
bugs/flowers with their corresponding first letter .. imaginative exercises to help students in the primary grades practice
writing.

Don't just give her words to copy. Even using silverware can help him develop his fine-motor skills. Focus
your child's practice on the letters or concepts that challenge her and make sure she's using two hands to
control the paper. Try some hand strengthening exercises! Monster Mazes also has pages that work on
visual-motor integration as well as eye-hand coordination. What is more fun than receiving an old-fashioned
piece of mail in the mailbox? By now your child may have learned to hold a pencil correctly. Writing Outside
the Box A foggy mirror, patch of mud, or bowl of leftover sauce make great surfaces. The kindergarten child
whose sheet is shown here, had poor VMI, and was unable to copy age-appropriate simple shapes accurately. I
gave my son the challenge of writing 5 words to describe something he saw in his environment a tree, for
example. Pencils can be boring when it comes to practicing handwriting. Print Make Practicing Fun Offer
your child a special pencil or a rainbow of colored ones. Try a new angle. Keep the hand muscles growing
stronger with lots of scissor cutting and playdough activities , and work on increasing finger dexterity. Ensure
he has a good eraser handy so he's not afraid of making mistakes. Yes, you read that right. Check out our
favorite fine motor activities for some ideas to get you started. Change up the angle and try something new
while encouraging your child to work on letter formation. Handwriting Heroes is a lovely program that teaches
your child letter formations in groups of similar letters, with rhymes, stories and interesting pictures to help
reinforce the correct formation. Whether your child's practicing with his fingers, a stick, or a pencil, inspiring
his creativity will lend appeal to writing. It will not only strengthen the bonds of friendship but will also offer
a fantastic opportunity to practice neat handwriting. Write a letter to a pal. Please see my disclosure policy.
Encourage Drawing and Puzzle Games In order to develop the physical requirements of writing â€” holding a
pencil correctly , posture, control, dexterity, coordination â€” the more time your child spends manipulating
objects, the better. Visual Motor Integration Elsewhere on my site, I have explained visual-motor integration
in some detail. As hard as it might be to find time, handwriting instruction and practice is beneficial for so
many reasons. If they struggle with shapes and diagonals, then spend some time on those areas. However, just
being able to hold a pencil does not mean that the hand and fingers are ready for lots of handwriting! You can
also remove the writing instrument all together and let your child practice making the formation of the letters
in shaving cream or salt using only their finger! It is really important that your child learns the correct number
and letter formations once you start working on letters and numbers. Here are 5 Ways to Make Handwriting
Fun: 1. If your child struggles with numbers and letters, go back and check that they can draw shapes and
intersecting diagonal lines properly. Back to Top Easier Activities If your child needs simpler ideas than these,
then take a look on these pages for some inspiration:. This post contains affiliate links. The Right Tools If
your child's struggling with a regular pencil, try a smaller or shorter, kid-sized one. Tell your child that secret
investigators study their environment and often keep a pad of paper to jot down their observations. Pinpoint
the Problem Common handwriting problems lie in four main areas: letter formation, sizing, spaces between
words, and line-alignment. Change up the writing utensil. Remember, cutting out along a line also helps your
child to focus visually on what the hands are doing â€” a good start for kindergarten handwriting!


